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Executive Summary 
 
The goal of this project was to develop a numerical simulation tool for the study of 
two-dimensional unsteady incompressible convective flow at low Reynolds numbers. In the first 
part of the project, flow over a cylinder was studied in part to verify the simulation results with 
published results. Once fully developed, the goal was to expand the code to study unsteady 
convective heat transfer around an object of complex geometry. In this case a set of heat 
exchanger fins at various spacing from one another. Through simulations at various fin spacing 
and fin lengths, my hope was to determine whether there existed an optimal spacing or length for 
maximum heat transfer with a minimum footprint. 
 
This numerical simulation utilizes the psi-omega approach for calculating the flow over an object 
of arbitrary geometry. The Stream function is calculated iteratively through a finite-difference 
approximation, and the values of vorticity and temperature are time stepped using 
finite-difference approximations of the governing energy and momentum equations. A 
description of the specifics of this process is provided in the method section. The convergence of 
this method is dependent heavily on the value of the grid spacing and the corresponding time 
step interval chosen. 
 
After the coding tools were developed, the flow of air over a cylinder was simulated at various 
grid sizes, and the Strouhal number for vortex shedding was calculated to be in the range of 
0.19-0.22, which is comparable to published values. The simulation code was then used to 
examine heat transfer out of a heat exchanger with three fins. Simulations were run at various fin 
lengths and fin spacing, and the results showed longer fins and closer spacing both resulting in 
higher heat transfer. 
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Method 
Simulation Approach: 

The numerical simulation code developed for this project utilizes the psi-omega approach for 
modeling two-dimensional, unsteady incompressible flow. The primary element of this approach 
is the numerical solution of the Poisson Equation:  
For a given test space and object geometry, the Laplace Equation for ψ (the stream function) is 
first solved numerically based on a finite-difference approximation. Then the simulation enters 
the bulk of the calculation. For each time step, ω (vorticity) is first calculated on the boundaries 
of the solid using a taylor series expansion of ψ in the stream just beyond the solid surface and 
utilizing the relationship ω = second partial derivative of ψ with respect to y. Then, u and v, the x 
and y components of velocity, respectively, can be computed based on their definition, and ω can 
be time stepped forward based on a finite-difference approximation of the momentum equation. 
After ω has been updated, the ψ function is once again updated using an iterative finite 
difference approximation but this time solving the Poisson Equation to incorporate the generated 
vorticity. The temperature of every point is then updated using an energy equation analogous to 
the momentum equation used to solve ω. 
The time step interval for this simulation is determined based on the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy 
condition, and the grid spacing is chosen so that the flow has a Reynold’s Number of 200. 
 
This approach is documented in detail in “MAE 423 F20 Psi-Omega Simulation of Unsteady 
Convection - r1.pdf” slide document by Professor Dan Nosenchuck. 

 
Coding Structure 

I chose to use MATLAB for this suite of programs because of its array manipulation capabilities. 
I designed the simulation to run from one of several main files (eg. MAIN.m, 
POST_PROCESSING.m, etc.) that calls other functions and scripts.  
The initialization scripts (eg. initialize_cylinder_20.m) are specific to the geometry, grid size, 
and flow conditions, and create structures grid, shape, and flow with the desired values for a 
given simulation. The last number of these files refers to the scale at which these tests are run, 
with 100 corresponding to the full 200 by 500 grid points. 
Next, make_grid.m establishes the necessary arrays and initial values for ψ, ω, temperature, u, 
and v, and initial_conditions.m solves the Laplace equation for psi. 
 
The main bulk of the code is contained within time_step_withtemp.m. This function updates the 
grid for one time step, which includes  ω surface initialization, u and v computation, ω 
time-stepped forward for non-surface points, ψ solved through iteration, and temperature 
time-stepped forward. This function also takes argument storeinterval and stores the values for 
ψ, ω, and temperature in a three-dimensional array every storeinterval time steps. 
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In the early stages of development, when ψ and ω were computing correctly, I solved 
temperature in a separate function after the simulation for ψ and ω was complete. This allowed 
me to debug my temperature code without rerunning the simulation. 
 
The function test_plot.m generates a plot of ψ, ω, and temperature for a given value time step 
number. These plots rely on the MATLAB imagesc and contourf subroutines. 
The function make_movie.m uses these same subroutines as well as the VideoWriter subroutine 
to create a movie animating these three plots over time. 
The function heat_flux_cylinder.m calculates the heat flux for a given simulation, based on a 
control volume analysis of the test space, which integrates ṁCT over the inflow and outflow 
boundaries. 
In addition to these functions and scripts, code for testing and debugging was usually written in 
the MAIN files and commented out if no longer necessary.  
 
In the second portion of this project I chose to use my simulation tools to study the heat transfer 
from a set of three fins in the same flow and test environment as the cylinder. Several 
modifications had to be made to the existing files, for instance to accommodate the fact that the 
grid points associated with the solid fin would no longer all have initial ψ values of zero. Any 
file with the ending “_HE.m” has been modified to accommodate the extra requirements for 
testing the finned heat exchanger. 
 
While all the code for this project represents my original work, I did refer to Susan Redmond’s 
sample code for ideas on how to structure the storage of data/variables and the breakup of the 
initialization sequence. 

Problems and Verification 
I began this project by restructuring my code from assignment seven, which involved a lot of 
relabeling and reindexing. Once that was sorted I saw all my vorticity was diffusing out the right 
boundary. This was corrected by reinitializing ω at solid boundaries with every time step. 
Additionally, due to MATLAB’s indexing system I had defined v incorrectly, resulting in the 
streamlines separating instead of rejoining. 
 
I also at this point received advice from Professor Nosenchuck to switch the order of operations 
within my timestep, which proved to be incorrect. This change resulted in a Kármán vortex street 
forming, but only out of chance because the values for ψ and ω directly behind the cylinder were 
so chaotic. This resulted in much confusion because other simulations would not converge, and I 
had an incorrect impression of how long it took for a vortex street to form. Meaning that when 
other converging simulations did not develop a vortex street immediately, I assumed there was a 
problem with my values for h or dt, as opposed to simply letting the simulation run longer. 
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Once Professor Nosenchuck realized this mix up and advised me to fix the order of the time step, 
my simulations cleaned up, and with the proper Reynold’s number and simulation length, I was 
able to see very nice vortex streets. 
 
In order to satisfy both conditions on h and maintain a Reynold’s number of 200, I ended up 
modifying the value for thermal diffusivity α based on the grid size and diameter of the cylinder I 
was working with. This took me a long time to discover, but once implemented I did not have 
any issues with convergence. 
 
In addition to many other small bugs, some of which held me up for up to a day, I also made 
many modifications to improve the speed of the code, and I kept a log of run specifications and 
their results as I attempted to figure out why I was not seeing a vortex street develop. For a while 
my plots of ω were not consistent until I managed to find the right color bounds for the imagesc 
subroutine.  
My code initially had a very hard time running large simulations in a reasonable amount of time. 
So most of the analysis was performed on tests run at 40% or 60% scale with an error bound of 
0.05. The majority of the analysis on the cylinder was performed on the 60% 0.05 test, which 
took around four hours to complete. Towards the very end of the project I was able to 
dramatically improve the speed of my code by altering the way I was checking error within 
iteration and decreasing my over-relaxation factor. With these changes I was able to run the 
cylinder test on the full grid size for error bounds of both 0.05 and 0.01. Videos for all these 
cases are provided in the project submission, and the differences between them are commented 
on in the results section. 
 
I verified the validity of my simulations using an estimation of the Strouhal number based on the 
movies generated from simulations at multiple grid sizes. The results from these calculations are 
seen in the results section. 
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Results 
Cylinder Simulation 

Using the method described previously, I was able to simulate the flow of air over a cylinder at 
0.01 m/s for a total time of 1800 seconds, during which a steady vortex street developed. The 
flow started with a temperature of 300K and the cylinder maintained a temperature of 400K. As 
previously described, the analysis for this section was performed on the results from a simulation 
at 60% scale, with a grid size of 121x300 points for 6000 time steps (saving every 10th step) 
with a max error of 0.05 for iteration. This data set was used to calculate heat flux and verify the 
Strouhal number. Figure 1 shows the flow’s development of a Kármán vortex street. The 
development to this point can be seen in Appendix A or in the attached video 
“Cylinder_60percent_0.05_F1.5.mp4” 

 
Figure 1: fully developed vortex street plotted on 60% grid with ε = 0.05 

 
Using this simulation I estimated the average vortex shedding frequency to be 0.0061 Hz. This 
corresponds to a Stouhal number of 0.2197, which is comparable to published values for flow 
over a cylinder at Re = 200. 
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Using the function heat_flux_cylinder.m, I calculated the heat flux out of the cylinder by 
integrating ṁCT over the inflow and outflow boundaries of the control volume. The results can 
be seen in figure 2. Due to the vortex shedding, the heat flux out of the control volume oscillates 
once the vortex street has developed.  

 
Figure 2: Heat flux over time out the right boundary 

 
As mentioned in the method section, towards the end of the project I decreased my program run 
time significantly by changing my over-relaxation factor from 1.5 to 1 and improving the way I 
calculated error. The results from these simulations, which I ran for both the full grid and the 
60% grid at both ε = 0.05 and ε = 0.01, differed slightly from the results presented above. 
Primarily, the shape of the vortex street changed, as shown in figures 3 and 4. 
 
The trial with the adjusted settings for the full grid also resulted in an acceptable Strouhal 
number (St = 0.1888). Through some basic debugging I determined that the over-relaxation 
factor was the reason for the change, so it is unclear why the shapes of the vortices were so 
different. Animations of the flow for trials of multiple sizes, epsilon values, and over-relaxation 
factors are provided in the submitted folder. 
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     Figure 3: vortex street development with             Figure 4: vortex street development with  
                            F = 1.5                                                                    F = 1.0 
 

Finned Heat Exchanger 
In the second portion of this project I chose to use my simulation tools to study the heat transfer 
from a set of three fins in the same flow and test environment as the cylinder. In order to test 
more variables and given the time constraints of the project, I chose to run these simulations at a 
coarser grid of 81x200 points. The fins were defined as rectangular solid objects, 3 grid points in 
width with a length of l grid points and spaced s grid points apart from one another. I tested 
values of l = [10, 20, 30] and s = [6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20]. 
 
Videos showing the Temperature map of heat exchanger tests at different fin spacing (fin length 
constant) can be found in the submitted folder. Within the range of spacing tested, closer spacing 
always resulted in the flow reaching higher temperatures downstream from the fins. Figure 5 
shows the temperature map of the fully developed flow for several values of s at l = 20 
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Figure 5: Temperature plot of Heat Exchanger length 10 at different spacing 

 
Figure 6 demonstrates this difference numerically by plotting the temperature of a point, midway 
between two fin and 10 grid points downstream from each of the above cases over time. 
 

 
Figure 6 : Downstream Temperature over Time for spacing 6-20 
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Figure 7 shows the heat flux out of the control volume for these same 6 trials. This same plot for 
fin lengths of 10 and 30 grid points can be seen in Appendix A.  

 
Figure 7: Heat Flux over Time for fin length 20 at different spacing 

 
This data suggests that the closer the fins of a heat exchanger are, the more heat will be 
dissipated through the heat exchanger, and the higher the downstream temperature will be. The 
potential limitation of this calculation is that for flow simulation, each fin was set to an initial 
stream function value of the grid line that it was centered on, and those values remain unchanged 
during the simulation. This poses an inconsistency if, say, the spacing was reduced to the point 
that the fins were nearly touching. While the effective stream function value of all fins would be 
zero in this scenario (most of the air would flow around the block of three fins), this initialization 
technique necessitates that most of the air approaching the block of fins flows through the 
extremely narrow spaces in between the fins. In this way this simulation does not fully describe 
the behavior of fin spaced extremely close to one another, but the general trend between spacing 
and heat flux is clear. 
 
In this project I also tested fins of multiple lengths at constant spacing. The results of the heat 
flux comparison for a spacing of 12 grid points are shown in figure 8. Note that, since Reynolds 
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number in this case is a function of fin length, the grid spacing h for trials of different fin lengths 
has to be different in order to ensure a Reynolds number of 200 for each case. The time step is 
similarly affected by this criteria. To compare these results, the heat flux is plotted based on time 
steps instead of actual time, and the flux data for each trial is scaled by a factor of h to better 
enable comparison. 

 
Figure 8: Heat flux over time for Fin Lengths 10-30 at spacing = 12 

 
This data suggests that the longer the fin, the more heat is transferred into the fluid. This agrees 
with intuition, based on the fact that longer fins have more surface area. Similar plots for 
spacings of 8, 16, and 20 can be found in Appendix A, and plots at other spacing have similar 
increases.  
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Conclusion and Discussion 
 

I am pleased and confident in the results of this project. Given the accuracy of the Strouhal 
numbers generated, I am confident that this is a tool that could be used to test many other 
convective flow scenarios. 
The code development process and simulation troubleshooting process is described in most detail 
earlier in the report, but by the end of the project I had a simulation code that could run 10,000 
steps of a grid 201x500 grid points in size at an error bound of 0.01 in roughly 4 hours. Most of 
the data represented in this report was generated using slower versions of the code, but the 
results are all comparable.  
 
The examination of a finned heat exchanger represents a very small subset of what can be 
examined using the simulation code developed for this project. With minor modification to the 
initialization sequences and processing sequences, a large number of geometries, flows, and 
temperature conditions could be simulated and studied using these tools. 
 
The examination of the heat exchanger revealed a very clear correlation between spacing, length, 
and heat flux. Longer fins and fins spaced closer together resulted in a greater heat flux from the 
heat exchanger. It is also important to note, however, that these tests were run with the fin 
surfaces maintaining constant temperature, meaning that these results do not perfectly reflect an 
actual heat exchanger with a finite amount of energy to dissipate. In the future, the code could be 
expanded to include heat transfer conditions on the fin, or the cylinder for that matter, that takes 
this into account. 
Such a code could be used to examine fin efficiency, to determine if there is an optimal length 
for fins, at which heat transfer per material of footprint is maximized. It would also be interesting 
to see how fin spacing would play a role in that heat transfer as well. 
 
This project provided an excellent first foray into the world of writing simulation code. While the 
process of refining the code and optimizing it was very time consuming, I learned a lot about 
what it takes to run simulations such as these ones, and my familiarity with and capability within 
MATLAB grew astronomically.  
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Appendix A - Plots and Figures 

 

 
Figure A.1: demonstrates development of vortex street for 60% grid at e=0.05 with F=1.5 
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Figure A.2: Heat Flux over Time for fin length 10 at different spacing 

 
Figure A.3: Heat Flux over Time for fin length 20 at different spacing 
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Figure A.4: Heat flux over time for Fin Lengths 10-30 at spacing = 8 

 
Figure A.4: Heat flux over time for Fin Lengths 10-30 at spacing = 16 
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Figure A.4: Heat flux over time for Fin Lengths 10-30 at spacing = 20 
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Appendix B - Published MATLAB Code 
 

All MATLAB files are submitted in the submission folder, some were unable to be published 
without re-running the simulations, but all subroutines and functions are included below. 
Files missing from this report: MAIN.m, MAIN_FULL.m, POST_PROCESSING_cylinder.m, and 
POST_PROCESSING_HE.m 



function qvector = heat_flux_cylinder(grid, flow, shape)
% function requires flow to have property k, rho, and c
b = size(grid.Tlog);
s = b(1,3);

qvector = zeros(2,s);

% METHOD 1
% calculated flux from around cylinder **** HAVING PROBLEMS ***
[grid.x,grid.y] = meshgrid(1-shape.xc:1:grid.j-shape.xc, 1-
shape.yc:1:grid.i-shape.xc-1);
for c = 1:s

    T = grid.Tlog(:,:,c);
    point_count = 0;
    sum = 0;

    for i = shape.ymin:shape.ymax
        for j = shape.xmin:shape.xmax
            if (((shape.r-1)^2 <= (grid.x(i,j)^2 +
 grid.y(i,j)^2))&&...
                ((grid.x(i,j)^2 + grid.y(i,j)^2) < shape.r^2))

                point_count = point_count +1;

            elseif (((shape.r)^2 <= (grid.x(i,j)^2 +
 grid.y(i,j)^2))&&...
                ((grid.x(i,j)^2 + grid.y(i,j)^2) < (shape.r+1)^2))

                point_count = point_count +1;
                sum = sum + T(i,j);
            end
        end
    end

    % steps through all logged data and calculates q, storing in
 vector grid.q
    q = -(flow.k*2*pi*shape.r)*(sum-shape.T*(point_count)/2)/grid.h;
    qvector(1,c) = q;
end

% METHOD 2
% calculated flux from outflow
for c = 1:s

    T = grid.Tlog(:,:,c);
    P = grid.psilog(:,:,c);
    j = grid.j;
    q = 0;
    for i = 2:grid.i-1
        u = (P(i+1,j-1)-P(i-1,j-1))/(2*grid.h);
        q = q + u*(grid.h)*flow.rho*flow.c*T(i,j);

1



    end

    %upper and lower points fo boundary
    q = q + flow.Uinf*(grid.h)*flow.rho*flow.c*flow.T;

    qvector(2,c) = q-
(flow.Uinf*flow.rho*flow.c*flow.T*grid.h*(grid.i-1));
    % subtracted term is inflow heat

end

end

Not enough input arguments.

Error in heat_flux_cylinder (line 3)
b = size(grid.Tlog);

Published with MATLAB® R2020b
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function qvector = heat_flux_HE(grid, flow)

% function requires flow to have property k, rho, and c
b = size(grid.Tlog);
s = b(1,3);
qvector = zeros(1,s);

% calculated flux from outflow
for c = 1:s

    T = grid.Tlog(:,:,c);
    P = grid.psilog(:,:,c);
    j = grid.j;
    q = 0;

    for i = 2:grid.i-1
        u = (P(i+1,j-1)-P(i-1,j-1))/(2*grid.h);
        % v = (P(i,j+1-1)-P(i,j-1-1))/(2*grid.h);
        q = q + u*(grid.h)*flow.rho*flow.c*T(i,j)/grid.h;
    end
    %upper and lower points fo boundary
    q = q + flow.Uinf*(grid.h)*flow.rho*flow.c*flow.T/grid.h;

    qvector(1,c) = q-
(flow.Uinf*flow.rho*flow.c*flow.T*grid.h*(grid.i-1))/grid.h;
    % dividing by grid.h to compare run at different h values

end

end

Not enough input arguments.

Error in heat_flux_HE (line 4)
b = size(grid.Tlog);

Published with MATLAB® R2020b
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function grid = initial_conditions_HE(grid)

% function solves initial psi values for input grid and intial omega
 values
% at boundary

Solves Psi using Gausse-Siedel Iteration for
omega = 0

P = grid.psi;   % temporary array for Gausse-Siedel Iteration

while 1 % while loop runs until broken

% for loop only touches interior points
for i = 2:grid.i-1
    for j = 2:grid.j-1
        if grid.key(i,j) == 1
            P(i,j) = P(i,j)+grid.F*(P(i+1,j)+P(i-1,j)+P(i,j
+1)+P(i,j-1)-4*P(i,j))/4;
        end
    end
end

% finds max error
error = max(max(abs((grid.psi(grid.psi~=0) - P(grid.psi~=0))./
grid.psi(grid.psi~=0)))) ;

% updating psi array in grid
grid.psi = P;

if error <= grid.e % breaks if no value is outside error bounds
    break
end

end
% end of while loop

Not enough input arguments.

Error in initial_conditions_HE (line 7)
P = grid.psi;   % temporary array for Gausse-Siedel Iteration

1



Solves Initial Omega values at solid bound-
aries (t = 0)

% goes through all point in interior of shape and solves omega
% only solid boundary points end with non-zero values
for i = 2:grid.i-1
    for j = 2:grid.j-1
        if grid.key(i,j) == 0
            grid.omega(i,j) = -2*(grid.psi(i+1,j)+grid.psi(i-1,j)...
                +grid.psi(i,j+1)+grid.psi(i,j-1)-4*grid.psi(i,j))/
(grid.h^2);
        end
    end
end

Stores psi and omega in log arrays
grid.psilog(:,:,1) = grid.psi;
grid.omegalog(:,:,1) = grid.omega;

end

Published with MATLAB® R2020b
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 ........................................................................................................................................  1
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function grid = initial_conditions(grid)

% function solves initial psi values for input grid and intial omega
 values
% at boundary

Solves Psi using Gausse-Siedel Iteration for
omega = 0

P = grid.psi;   % temporary array for Gausse-Siedel Iteration

while 1 % while loop runs until broken

% for loop only touches interior points
for i = 2:grid.i-1
    for j = 2:grid.j-1
        if grid.key(i,j) == 1
            P(i,j) = P(i,j)+grid.F*(P(i+1,j)+P(i-1,j)+P(i,j
+1)+P(i,j-1)-4*P(i,j))/4;
        end
    end
end

% finds max error
error = max(max(abs((grid.psi(grid.psi~=0) - P(grid.psi~=0))./
grid.psi(grid.psi~=0)))) ;

% updating psi array in grid
grid.psi = P;

if error <= grid.e % breaks if no value is outside error bounds
    break
end

end
% end of while loop

Not enough input arguments.

Error in initial_conditions (line 7)
P = grid.psi;   % temporary array for Gausse-Siedel Iteration

1



Solves Initial Omega values at solid bound-
aries (t = 0)

% goes through all point in interior of shape and solves omega
% only solid boundary points end with non-zero values
for i = 2:grid.i-1
    for j = 2:grid.j-1
        if grid.key(i,j) == 0
            grid.omega(i,j) = -2*(grid.psi(i+1,j)+grid.psi(i-1,j)...
                +grid.psi(i,j+1)+grid.psi(i,j-1))/(grid.h^2);
        end
    end
end

Stores psi and omega in log arrays
grid.psilog(:,:,1) = grid.psi;
grid.omegalog(:,:,1) = grid.omega;

end

Published with MATLAB® R2020b
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Cylinder initialization Script
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script stores initialization values for grid size, shape, and flow

Shape
Storing Body Specifications using structure shape

shape.name = 'cylinder';   % name
shape.r = 15;              % radius of circle
shape.xc = 60;             % center position of circle (x)
shape.yc = 61;             % center position of circle (y)
shape.T = 400;             % Shape temperature [K]

Flow
Storing Flow Specifications using structure flow

flow.Uinf = 0.01;                   % [m/s]
flow.nu = 1.81e-5;                  % vinematic viscosity [m*m/s]
flow.alpha = 20*flow.nu/shape.r;    % thermal diffusivity [m*m/s]
flow.T = 300;                       % flow temperature [K]
flow.k = 1.4;                       % heat capacity
flow.rho = 1.161;                   % density of Air at 300K
flow.c = 1.005;                     % cp of air at 300K
% values for air at 15 Celcius

Grid
grid.i = 121;       % number of vertical grid points
grid.j = 300;      % number of horizontal grid points
grid.h = find_h(flow, shape);                % grid spacing [m]
grid.storeinterval = 10;

grid.e = 1e-2;     % convergence error boundary value
grid.F = 1;      % relatation factor for Gauss-Seidel iteration

Time Parameters
grid.dt = 0.5*(grid.h/(2*flow.Uinf));         % time step [s]

1



Cylinder initialization Script

grid.t = 1;                                % intitial time = 0 seconds

H Functions
function h = find_h(flow, shape)
h = min(10*flow.alpha/(2*flow.Uinf), 200*flow.nu/
(flow.Uinf*2*shape.r));
end

Published with MATLAB® R2020b
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Cylinder initialization Script

Table of Contents
Shape ................................................................................................................................  1
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script stores initialization values for grid size, shape, and flow

Shape
Storing Body Specifications using structure shape

shape.name = 'cylinder';   % name
shape.r = 25;               % radius of circle
shape.xc = 100;             % center position of circle (x)
shape.yc = 101;             % center position of circle (y)
shape.T = 400;             % Shape temperature [K]

Flow
Storing Flow Specifications using structure flow

flow.Uinf = 0.01; % [m/s]
flow.nu = 1.81e-5;      % vinematic viscosity [m*m/s]
flow.alpha = 20*flow.nu/shape.r; % 2.009e-5;  % thermal diffusivity
 [m*m/s]
flow.T = 300;           % flow temperature [K]
% values for air at 15 Celcius

Grid
grid.i = 201;       % number of vertical grid points
grid.j = 500;      % number of horizontal grid points
grid.h = find_h(flow, shape);                % grid spacing [m]

grid.e = 5e-2;     % convergence error boundary value
grid.F = 1;      % relatation factor for Gauss-Seidel iteration

Time Parameters
grid.dt = 0.5*(grid.h/(2*flow.Uinf));         % time step [s]
grid.t = 1;                                % intitial time = 0 seconds

H Functions
function h = find_h(flow, shape)

1



Cylinder initialization Script

h = min(10*flow.alpha/(2*flow.Uinf), 200*flow.nu/
(flow.Uinf*2*shape.r));
end

Published with MATLAB® R2020b
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Cylinder initialization Script
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script stores initialization values for grid size, shape, and flow

Shape
Storing Body Specifications using structure shape

shape.name = 'HeatExchanger';   % name
shape.l = 10;              % half length of fins
shape.s = 10;              % spacing of fins
shape.n = 2;               % number of fins-1 (must be even)
shape.xc = 40;             % center position of HE (x)
shape.yc = 41;             % center position of HE (y)
shape.T = 400;             % Shape temperature [K]

Flow
Storing Flow Specifications using structure flow

flow.Uinf = 0.01; % [m/s]
flow.nu = 1.81e-5;      % vinematic viscosity [m*m/s]
flow.alpha = 20*flow.nu/shape.l; % 2.009e-5;  % thermal diffusivity
 [m*m/s]
flow.T = 300;           % flow temperature [K]
flow.k = 1.4;                       % heat capacity
flow.rho = 1.161;                   % density of Air at 300K
flow.c = 1.005;                     % cp of air at 300K
% values for air at 15 Celcius

Grid
grid.i = 81;       % number of vertical grid points
grid.j = 200;      % number of horizontal grid points
grid.h = find_h(flow, shape);                % grid spacing [m]

grid.e = 5e-2;     % convergence error boundary value
grid.F = 1;      % relatation factor for Gauss-Seidel iteration

Time Parameters
grid.dt = 0.5*(grid.h/(2*flow.Uinf));         % time step [s]

1



Cylinder initialization Script

grid.t = 1;                                % intitial time = 0 seconds

H Functions
function h = find_h(flow, shape)
h = min(10*flow.alpha/(2*flow.Uinf), 200*flow.nu/
(flow.Uinf*2*shape.l));
end
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function [grid, shape] = make_grid(grid, shape, flow)

% function creates initial arrays for psi, omega, u, and v
% sets boundary conditions for psi and omega and creates key matrices
 based
% on shape defined in initialization

Array Initialization
creates new grid coordinates centered around shape

[grid.x,grid.y] = meshgrid(1-shape.xc:1:grid.j-shape.xc, 1-
shape.yc:1:grid.i-shape.xc-1);

% Initial Arrays and Values
grid.psi = grid.y*flow.Uinf*grid.h; % sets initial streamline values
 for psi
grid.omega = zeros(grid.i,grid.j);  % sets initial omega values to 0

grid.u = zeros(grid.i,grid.j);
grid.u(:,:) = flow.Uinf;
grid.v = zeros(grid.i,grid.j);
grid.T = zeros(grid.i,grid.j);
grid.T(:,:) = flow.T;

% 3D arrays for storing all data
grid.psilog(:,:,1) = grid.psi;
grid.omegalog(:,:,1) = grid.omega;

Not enough input arguments.

Error in make_grid (line 9)
[grid.x,grid.y] = meshgrid(1-shape.xc:1:grid.j-shape.xc, 1-
shape.yc:1:grid.i-shape.xc-1);

Defining Interior and Key Array
% functions define interior, create key array, and set psi array
switch shape.name
    case 'cylinder'
        [grid, shape] = cylinderBC(grid,shape);
    case 'cylinderplate'
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        [grid, shape] = cylinderplateBC(grid,shape);
    case 'square'
        [grid, shape] = square(grid,shape);
    case 'HeatExchanger'
        [grid, shape] = heatexchanger(grid,shape);
    otherwise
end

% sets initial shape temperature
switch shape.name
    case 'cylinderplate'
        grid.T(shape.cylinder) = shape.T;
        grid.T(shape.wall) = flow.T;
    otherwise
        grid.T(shape.interior) = shape.T;
end
grid.Tlog(:,:,1) = grid.T;

end

Shape Interior Functions
function [grid, shape] = cylinderBC(grid, shape)
shape.interior = find((grid.x.^2 + grid.y.^2) < shape.r^2);

grid.key = ones(grid.i,grid.j);      % no boundary condition = 1
grid.key(shape.interior) = 0;        % constant boundary condition = 0

% boundaries that shape lies within to make solid boundary omega
% calculation quicker
shape.xmin = shape.xc - shape.r - 2;
shape.xmax = shape.xc + shape.r + 2;
shape.ymin = shape.yc - shape.r - 2;
shape.ymax = shape.yc + shape.r + 2;

grid.psi(shape.interior) = 0;
end

function [grid, shape] = cylinderplateBC(grid, shape)

% key matrix
grid.key = ones(grid.i,grid.j);      % no boundary condition = 1

% wall
grid.key(shape.yc-shape.h:shape.yc+shape.h,shape.w) = 0;
grid.key(shape.yc-shape.h:shape.yc+shape.h,shape.w+1) = 0;
grid.key(shape.yc-shape.h:shape.yc+shape.h,shape.w+2) = 0;
shape.wall = find(grid.key(:,:) == 0);

% cylinder
shape.cylinder = find((grid.x.^2 + grid.y.^2) < shape.r^2);
grid.key(shape.cylinder) = 0;
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shape.interior = find(grid.key(:,:) == 0);

% boundaries that shape lies within to make solid boundary omega
% calculation quicker
shape.xmin = shape.xc - shape.r - 2;
shape.xmax = shape.w + 4;
shape.ymin = shape.yc - shape.r - 2;
shape.ymax = shape.yc + shape.r + 2;

grid.psi(shape.interior) = 0;
end

function [grid, shape] = square(grid, shape)
% key matrix
grid.key = ones(grid.i,grid.j);      % no boundary condition = 1
grid.key(shape.yc-shape.r:shape.yc+shape.r,shape.xc-shape.r:shape.xc
+shape.r) = 0;

shape.interior = find(grid.key(:,:) == 0);

% boundaries that shape lies within to make solid boundary omega
% calculation quicker
shape.xmin = shape.xc - shape.r - 1;
shape.xmax = shape.xc + shape.r + 1;
shape.ymin = shape.yc - shape.r - 1;
shape.ymax = shape.yc + shape.r + 1;

grid.psi(shape.interior) = 0;
end

function [grid, shape] = heatexchanger(grid, shape)
% key matrix
grid.key = ones(grid.i,grid.j);      % no boundary condition = 1

for k = -shape.n/2:shape.n/2
    for i = -1:1 % fins are 3 rows wide
        grid.key(shape.yc+k*shape.s+i,shape.xc-shape.l:shape.xc
+shape.l) = 0;
        grid.psi(shape.yc+k*shape.s+i,shape.xc-shape.l:shape.xc
+shape.l) = ...
            grid.psi(shape.yc+k*shape.s,1);
    end
end
shape.interior = find(grid.key == 0);

% boundaries that shape lies within to make solid boundary omega
% calculation quicker
shape.xmin = shape.xc - shape.l - 1;
shape.xmax = shape.xc + shape.l + 1;
shape.ymin = shape.yc - shape.n*shape.s/2 - 1;
shape.ymax = shape.yc + shape.n*shape.s/2 + 1;

end
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function movie =
 make_movie_HE(grid1,grid2,grid3,grid4,filename,storeinterval,plotinterval)

% creating object movie
movie = VideoWriter(filename,'MPEG-4');
open(movie)
set(0, 'defaultAxesFontName', 'Times New Roman');
set(0, 'defaultAxesFontSize', 12);

l = size(grid1.Tlog);
s = l(1,3);

for t = 1:plotinterval:s

    % Massive Plot
    h = figure(1);
    sgtitle({'Heat Exchanger Temperature (length = 30)',[' Time =
 ',num2str(t*storeinterval*grid1.dt,'%.3f')]},'FontName','Times New
 Roman')

    subplot(2,2,1,'align')
    imagesc(grid1.Tlog(:,:,t))
    colormap(jet)
    colorbar
    title('Spacing = 8')
    axis tight
    axis equal

    subplot(2,2,2,'align')
    imagesc(grid2.Tlog(:,:,t))
    colormap(jet)
    colorbar
    title('Spacing = 12')
    axis tight
    axis equal

    subplot(2,2,3,'align')
    imagesc(grid3.Tlog(:,:,t))
    colormap(jet)
    colorbar
    title('Spacing = 16')
    axis tight
    axis equal

    subplot(2,2,4,'align')
    imagesc(grid4.Tlog(:,:,t))
    colormap(jet)
    colorbar
    title('Spacing = 20')
    axis tight
    axis equal

1



    % Capture the plot as an image and write to movie
    frame = getframe(h);
    im = frame2im(frame);
    writeVideo(movie,im)

end

close(movie)

end

Not enough input arguments.

Error in make_movie_HE (line 4)
movie = VideoWriter(filename,'MPEG-4');
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function movie =
 make_movie(grid,filename,cbound,storeinterval,plotinterval)

% creating object movie
movie = VideoWriter(filename,'MPEG-4');
open(movie)
set(0, 'defaultAxesFontName', 'Times New Roman');
set(0, 'defaultAxesFontSize', 12);

l = size(grid.psilog);
s = l(1,3);

for t = 1:plotinterval:s

    % Massive Plot
    h = figure(1);
    %sgtitle('Clyinder on 60% grid, e = 0.05','FontName','Times New
 Roman')

    subplot(3,1,1,'align')
    contourf(1:grid.j,1:grid.i,grid.psilog(:,:,t),20)
    colorbar
    colormap(jet)
    title({[' Time =
 ',num2str(t*storeinterval*grid.dt,'%.3f')],'Stream Function'})
    axis tight
    axis equal

    subplot(3,1,2,'align')
    imagesc(grid.omegalog(:,:,t))
    caxis(cbound)
    colormap(jet)
    colorbar
    title('Vorticity')
    axis tight
    axis equal

    subplot(3,1,3,'align')
    imagesc(grid.Tlog(:,:,t))
    colormap(jet)
    colorbar
    title('Temperature')
    axis tight
    axis equal

    % Capture the plot as an image and write to movie
    frame = getframe(h);
    im = frame2im(frame);
    writeVideo(movie,im)
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end

close(movie)

end

Not enough input arguments.

Error in make_movie (line 4)
movie = VideoWriter(filename,'MPEG-4');
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function test_plot(grid,t,cbound,storeinterval)
% plots psi, omega, and temperature at step t

set(0, 'defaultAxesFontName', 'Times New Roman');
set(0, 'defaultAxesFontSize', 12);

figure()
subplot(3,1,1,'align')
contourf(1:grid.j,1:grid.i,grid.psilog(:,:,t),30)
title({[' Time = ',num2str(t*grid.dt*storeinterval,'%.3f')],'Stream
 Function'})
axis tight
axis equal
colorbar
colormap(jet)

subplot(3,1,2,'align')
imagesc(grid.omegalog(:,:,t))
title('Vorticity')
axis tight
axis equal
colorbar
caxis(cbound)
colormap(jet)

subplot(3,1,3,'align')
imagesc(grid.Tlog(:,:,t))
title('Temperature')
axis tight
axis equal
colorbar
colormap(jet)

end

Not enough input arguments.

Error in test_plot (line 9)
contourf(1:grid.j,1:grid.i,grid.psilog(:,:,t),30)
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function grid = time_step_withtemp_HE(grid, shape, flow,
 storeinterval)

% this time step is optimized for larger simulations
% stores only values on storeinterval and doesn't rely on accessing 3D
% matrix mid-timestep

Solve Initial Omega values at solid boundaries
% only touches shape boundary points
% THIS NEEDS TO BE OPTIMIZED ... better?
for i = shape.ymin:shape.ymax
    for j = shape.xmin:shape.xmax
        if grid.key(i,j) == 0 && grid.omega(i,j)~=0
            grid.omega(i,j) = -2*(grid.psi(i+1,j)+grid.psi(i-1,j)...
                +grid.psi(i,j+1)+grid.psi(i,j-1)-4*grid.psi(i,j))/
((grid.h)^2);
        end
    end
end

Not enough input arguments.

Error in time_step_withtemp_HE (line 10)
for i = shape.ymin:shape.ymax

Compute u and v
% INTERIOR
for i = 2:grid.i-1
    for j = 2:grid.j-1
        if grid.key(i,j) == 1
            grid.u(i,j) = (grid.psi(i+1,j)-grid.psi(i-1,j))/
(2*grid.h);
            grid.v(i,j) = (grid.psi(i,j+1)-grid.psi(i,j-1))/
(2*grid.h);
        end
    end
end
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% OUTFLOW BOUNDARY - u and v are constant
grid.u(2:grid.i-1,grid.j) = grid.u(2:grid.i-1,grid.j-1);
grid.v(2:grid.i-1,grid.j) = grid.v(2:grid.i-1,grid.j-1);

% NOTE - at upper, lower, and left boundaries, u = u_inf, v = 0

Time Step Omega
% INTERIOR
omega_new = grid.omega;
for i = 2:grid.i-1
    for j = 2:grid.j-1
        if grid.key(i,j) == 1

            sum = (grid.omega(i+1,j)+grid.omega(i-1,j)+grid.omega(i,j
+1)...
                +grid.omega(i,j-1)-4*grid.omega(i,j))/grid.h;
            if grid.u(i,j) < 0
                du = (grid.u(i,j+1)*grid.omega(i,j+1))-
(grid.u(i,j)*grid.omega(i,j));
            else
                du = (grid.u(i,j)*grid.omega(i,j))-
(grid.u(i,j-1)*grid.omega(i,j-1));
            end
            if grid.v(i,j) < 0
                dv = (grid.v(i-1,j)*grid.omega(i-1,j))-
(grid.v(i,j)*grid.omega(i,j));
            else
                dv = (grid.v(i,j)*grid.omega(i,j))-(grid.v(i
+1,j)*grid.omega(i+1,j));
            end

            omega_new(i,j) = grid.omega(i,j)+grid.dt*(flow.nu*sum-du-
dv)/grid.h;
        end
    end
end
grid.omega = omega_new;

% OUTFLOW BOUNDARY - omega is constant
grid.omega(2:1:grid.i-1,grid.j) = grid.omega(2:1:grid.i-1,grid.j-1);

% NOTE - at upper, lower, and left boundaries, omega = 0

Update Psi through iteration
psi_old = grid.psi;

% INTERIOR
P = grid.psi;   % temporary array for Gausse-Siedel Iteration

while 1 % while loop runs until broken
    flag = 0;
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% for loop only touches interior points
for i = 2:grid.i-1
    for j = 2:grid.j-1
        if grid.key(i,j) == 1
            res = grid.F*(P(i+1,j)+P(i-1,j)+P(i,j+1)+P(i,j-1)...
                +4*(grid.h^2)*grid.omega(i,j)-4*P(i,j))/4;
            P(i,j) = P(i,j)+res;

            if res >= grid.e
                flag = 1;
            end
        end
    end
end

% finds max error
% error = max(max(abs((grid.psi(grid.psi~=0) - P(grid.psi~=0))./
grid.psi(grid.psi~=0)))) ;

% updating psi array in grid
grid.psi = P;

if flag == 0 % breaks if no value is outside error bounds
    break
end

end

% OUTFLOW BOUNDARY - psi is time stepped
grid.psi(2:grid.i-1,grid.j) = 2.*psi_old(2:grid.i-1,grid.j-1)...
    -psi_old(2:grid.i-1,grid.j-2);

% NOTE - at upper, lower, and left boundaries, psi is constant

Time Step Temperature
T_next = grid.T;

% INTERIOR
for i = 2:grid.i-1
    for j = 2:grid.j-1
        if grid.key(i,j) == 1 % shape temperature is not time stepped

            sum = (grid.T(i+1,j)+grid.T(i-1,j)+grid.T(i,j
+1)+grid.T(i,j-1)...
                -4*grid.T(i,j))/grid.h;
            u = grid.u(i,j);
            v = grid.v(i,j);

            if u < 0
                du = u*(grid.T(i,j+1)-grid.T(i,j));
            else
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                du = u*(grid.T(i,j)-grid.T(i,j-1));
            end

            if v < 0
                dv = v*(grid.T(i-1,j)-grid.T(i,j));
            else
                dv = v*(grid.T(i,j)-grid.T(i+1,j));
            end

            T_next(i,j) = grid.T(i,j) + grid.dt*(flow.alpha*sum-du-
dv)/grid.h;
        end
    end
end

% OUTFLOW BOUNDARY - heat flux is constant
T_next(2:grid.i-1,grid.j) = 2.*grid.T(2:grid.i-1,grid.j-1)...
    -grid.T(2:grid.i-1,grid.j-2);

% NOTE - temperature at upper, lower, and left boundary is constant

grid.T = T_next;

Store u, v, Psi, and Omega and Time steps up
grid.t = grid.t + 1;

% stores every storeinterval-th run
% currently storing based on n, meaning data in log is overwriten if
% simulation is being run in batches
if mod(grid.t,storeinterval) == 0
    grid.psilog(:,:,grid.t/storeinterval) = grid.psi;
    grid.omegalog(:,:,grid.t/storeinterval) = grid.omega;
    grid.Tlog(:,:,grid.t/storeinterval) = T_next;
end

end
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function grid = time_step_withtemp(grid, shape, flow, storeinterval)

% this time step is optimized for larger simulations
% stores only values on storeinterval and doesn't rely on accessing 3D
% matrix mid-timestep

Solve Initial Omega values at solid boundaries
% only touches shape boundary points
% THIS NEEDS TO BE OPTIMIZED ... better?
for i = shape.ymin:shape.ymax
    for j = shape.xmin:shape.xmax
        if grid.key(i,j) == 0 && grid.omega(i,j)~=0
            grid.omega(i,j) = -2*(grid.psi(i+1,j)+grid.psi(i-1,j)...
                +grid.psi(i,j+1)+grid.psi(i,j-1))/((grid.h)^2);
        end
    end
end

Not enough input arguments.

Error in time_step_withtemp (line 10)
for i = shape.ymin:shape.ymax

Compute u and v
% INTERIOR
for i = 2:grid.i-1
    for j = 2:grid.j-1
        if grid.key(i,j) == 1
            grid.u(i,j) = (grid.psi(i+1,j)-grid.psi(i-1,j))/
(2*grid.h);
            grid.v(i,j) = (grid.psi(i,j+1)-grid.psi(i,j-1))/
(2*grid.h);
        end
    end
end

% OUTFLOW BOUNDARY - u and v are constant
grid.u(2:grid.i-1,grid.j) = grid.u(2:grid.i-1,grid.j-1);
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grid.v(2:grid.i-1,grid.j) = grid.v(2:grid.i-1,grid.j-1);

% NOTE - at upper, lower, and left boundaries, u = u_inf, v = 0

Time Step Omega
% INTERIOR
omega_new = grid.omega;
for i = 2:grid.i-1
    for j = 2:grid.j-1
        if grid.key(i,j) == 1

            sum = (grid.omega(i+1,j)+grid.omega(i-1,j)+grid.omega(i,j
+1)...
                +grid.omega(i,j-1)-4*grid.omega(i,j))/grid.h;
            if grid.u(i,j) < 0
                du = (grid.u(i,j+1)*grid.omega(i,j+1))-
(grid.u(i,j)*grid.omega(i,j));
            else
                du = (grid.u(i,j)*grid.omega(i,j))-
(grid.u(i,j-1)*grid.omega(i,j-1));
            end
            if grid.v(i,j) < 0
                dv = (grid.v(i-1,j)*grid.omega(i-1,j))-
(grid.v(i,j)*grid.omega(i,j));
            else
                dv = (grid.v(i,j)*grid.omega(i,j))-(grid.v(i
+1,j)*grid.omega(i+1,j));
            end

            omega_new(i,j) = grid.omega(i,j)+grid.dt*(flow.nu*sum-du-
dv)/grid.h;
        end
    end
end
grid.omega = omega_new;

% OUTFLOW BOUNDARY - omega is constant
grid.omega(2:1:grid.i-1,grid.j) = grid.omega(2:1:grid.i-1,grid.j-1);

% NOTE - at upper, lower, and left boundaries, omega = 0

Update Psi through iteration
psi_old = grid.psi;

% INTERIOR
P = grid.psi;   % temporary array for Gausse-Siedel Iteration

while 1 % while loop runs until broken
    flag = 0;

% for loop only touches interior points
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for i = 2:grid.i-1
    for j = 2:grid.j-1
        if grid.key(i,j) == 1
            res = grid.F*(P(i+1,j)+P(i-1,j)+P(i,j+1)+P(i,j-1)...
                +4*(grid.h^2)*grid.omega(i,j)-4*P(i,j))/4;
            P(i,j) = P(i,j)+res;

            if res >= grid.e
                flag = 1;
            end
        end
    end
end

% finds max error
% error = max(max(abs((grid.psi(grid.psi~=0) - P(grid.psi~=0))./
grid.psi(grid.psi~=0)))) ;

% updating psi array in grid
grid.psi = P;

if flag == 0 % breaks if no value is outside error bounds
    break
end

end

% OUTFLOW BOUNDARY - psi is time stepped
grid.psi(2:grid.i-1,grid.j) = 2.*psi_old(2:grid.i-1,grid.j-1)...
    -psi_old(2:grid.i-1,grid.j-2);

% NOTE - at upper, lower, and left boundaries, psi is constant

Time Step Temperature
T_next = grid.T;

% INTERIOR
for i = 2:grid.i-1
    for j = 2:grid.j-1
        if grid.key(i,j) == 1 % shape temperature is not time stepped

            sum = (grid.T(i+1,j)+grid.T(i-1,j)+grid.T(i,j
+1)+grid.T(i,j-1)...
                -4*grid.T(i,j))/grid.h;
            u = grid.u(i,j);
            v = grid.v(i,j);

            if u < 0
                du = u*(grid.T(i,j+1)-grid.T(i,j));
            else
                du = u*(grid.T(i,j)-grid.T(i,j-1));
            end
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            if v < 0
                dv = v*(grid.T(i-1,j)-grid.T(i,j));
            else
                dv = v*(grid.T(i,j)-grid.T(i+1,j));
            end

            T_next(i,j) = grid.T(i,j) + grid.dt*(flow.alpha*sum-du-
dv)/grid.h;
        end
    end
end

% OUTFLOW BOUNDARY - heat flux is constant
T_next(2:grid.i-1,grid.j) = 2.*grid.T(2:grid.i-1,grid.j-1)...
    -grid.T(2:grid.i-1,grid.j-2);

% NOTE - temperature at upper, lower, and left boundary is constant

grid.T = T_next;

Store u, v, Psi, and Omega and Time steps up
grid.t = grid.t + 1;

% stores every storeinterval-th run
% currently storing based on n, meaning data in log is overwriten if
% simulation is being run in batches
if mod(grid.t,storeinterval) == 0
    grid.psilog(:,:,grid.t/storeinterval) = grid.psi;
    grid.omegalog(:,:,grid.t/storeinterval) = grid.omega;
    grid.Tlog(:,:,grid.t/storeinterval) = T_next;
end

end
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